We consider an error-resilient stereoscopic streaming system that uses an H.264-based multiview video codec and a rateless Raptor code for recovery from packet losses. One aim of the present work is to suggest a heuristic methodology for modeling the end-toend rate-distortion (RD) characteristic of such a system. Another aim is to show how to make use of such a model to optimally select the parameters of the video codec and the Raptor code to minimize the overall distortion. Specifically, the proposed system models the RD curve of video encoder and performance of channel codec to jointly derive the optimal encoder bit rates and unequal error protection (UEP) rates specific to the layered stereoscopic video streaming. We define analytical RD curve modeling for each layer that includes the interdependency of these layers. A heuristic analytical model of the performance of Raptor codes is also defined. Furthermore, the distortion on the stereoscopic video quality caused by packet losses is estimated. Finally, analytical models and estimated single-packet loss distortions are used to minimize the end-to-end distortion and to obtain optimal encoder bit rates and UEP rates. The simulation results clearly demonstrate the significant quality gain against the nonoptimized schemes.
Introduction
The recent increase in interest for stereoscopic display systems and their growing deployment have spurred further research on efficient stereoscopic video streaming systems. Stereoscopic video is formed by the simultaneous capture of two video sequences corresponding to the left and right views of human visual system, which increases the amount of source data. Existing stereoscopic techniques compress the data by exploiting the dependency between the left and right views; however, the compressed video is more sensitive to data losses and needs added protection against transmission errors. To make matters more complicated, the rate of packet losses in the transmission channel is typically time varying. Hence, one faces a difficult joint source-channel coding problem, where the goal is to find the optimal balance between the distortion created by lossy source compression and the distortion caused by packet losses in the transmission channel. In this paper, we address this problem by (i) proposing a heuristic methodology for modeling the end-to-end RD characteristic of such a system, and (ii) dynamically adjusting the source compression ratio in response to channel conditions so as to minimize the overall distortion.
As opposed to stereoscopic video streaming, various studies exist in the literature for layered or nonlayered monoscopic video on optimal rate allocation and error resilient streaming on error prone channels such as packet erasure channel (PEC). The early studies on monoscopic video streaming mainly concentrate on nonlayered video and the optimal bit control and bit rate allocation for the video elements [1] [2] [3] [4] . RD optimization is the most widely used optimization method for the quality of video, and it is a mechanism that aims to calculate optimal redundancy injection rate into the network, while adapting the video bit rate accordingly in order to match the available bandwidth estimate. Redundancy may be generated by means of either retransmissions or forward error correction (FEC) codes, and this redundancy is used to minimize the average distortion resulting from network losses during a streaming session [5] [6] [7] [8] . Even though retransmission methods can be used in video streaming applications as in [9] , it may bring large latency for video display. On the other hand, FEC schemes insert protection before the transmission and do not utilize retransmissions. In literature, FEC methods are studied for video streaming as in [10] [11] [12] . A novel technique that recently becomes popular for error protection in lossy packet networks is Fountain codes, also called rateless codes. The Fountain coding idea is proposed in [13] and followed by practical realizations such as LT codes [14] , online codes [15] , and Raptor codes [16] . Following the practical realizations, Fountain codes have gained attention in video streaming in recent years [17] [18] [19] . The main idea behind Fountain coding is to produce as many parity packets as needed on the fly. This approach is different from the general idea of FEC codes where channel encoding is performed for a fixed channel rate and all encoded packets are generated prior to transmission. The idea is proven to be efficient in [14] for large source data sizes, as in the case of video data, and it does not utilize retransmissions.
Due to a more intense prediction structure, stereoscopic video, the main focus of this work is more prone to packet losses compared to monoscopic video. Interdependent coding among views may result in quality distortion for both views if a packet from one view is lost. Even though FEC codes and optimal bit rate allocations are studied in depth for monoscopic video streaming, only few studies exist for stereoscopic video streaming [20] . In [20] , stereoscopic video is layered using data partitioning, but an FEC method specific to stereoscopic video is not used. In our work, we aim at filling the gap in the literature on optimal error resilient streaming of stereoscopic video.
An overview of our proposed stereoscopic streaming system is presented in Figure 1 . Initially, the scene of interest has to be captured with two cameras to obtain the raw stereoscopic video data. The video capture process is not in the scope of our work, thus we use publicly available raw video sequences. We encode the raw stereoscopic video data with an H.264-based multiview video encoder. We use the codec in stereoscopic mode and generate three layers which are denoted with the symbols I, L, and R. I-frames are the intracoded frames of the left view; L and R-frames are the intercoded frames of the left view and right view. The video encoder can encode each layer with different quantization parameters, thus with different bit rates R I , R L , and R R . Due to lossy compression, the encoding process causes a distortion of D e in the video quality. After the stereoscopic encoder, we apply FEC to each layer separately where we use Raptor codes as the FEC scheme. The channel of interest in our system is a packet erasure channel of loss rate p e , and the available bandwidth of the channel is R C . We apply different protection rates ρ I , ρ L , and ρ R to each layer because they contribute differently to the video quality. After the lossy transmission, some of the packets are lost and Raptor decoder operates to recover the losses. However, some packets still may not be recovered, and the loss of these packets causes a distortion of D loss in the video quality. In this system, our goal is to obtain the optimal values of encoder bit rates R I , R L , and R R and protection rates ρ I , ρ L , and ρ R by minimizing the total distortion D tot (D e +D loss ). In order to execute the minimization, we obtain the analytical models of each part of our system. We start with the modeling of the RD curve of each layer of the stereoscopic video encoder. Then, we define the analytical model of the performance of Raptor codes. Finally, we estimate the distortion on the stereoscopic video quality caused by packet losses.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the stereoscopic codec and define the layers of the stereoscopic video. In Section 3, we present the analytical model of the RD curve of the video encoder for each of the layers. In Section 4, we describe the Fountain codes and describe Raptor codes and their systematization. In Section 5, we define the analytical model of the Raptor coding performance curve. Then, in Section 6, we estimate the distortion caused by the loss of network abstraction layer (NAL) units. In Section 7, we minimize the total distortion, which includes both encoder and transmission distortions, in order to obtain the optimal encoder bit rates and UEP rates. We also evaluate the performance of the system and demonstrate its significant quality improvement on stereoscopic video. Finally, in Section 8, we conclude and state possible future work.
Stereoscopic Codec
The general structure of a stereoscopic encoder and decoder is given in Figure 2 . In order to maintain backward compatibility to monoscopic decoders, left frames are encoded with prediction only from left frames, whereas right frames are predicted using both left and right frames. This enables standard monoscopic decoders to decode left frames. Any video codec with this basic structure can be used with the proposed streaming system in this work. Multiview extension of H.264 standard [21] (JMVM software) is one of the candidate codecs for this work. However, hierarchical Bpicture coding used in this codec increases the complexity. In order to decrease complexity and simplify decoding procedure, we have used [22] , which is a multiview video codec based on H.264. This codec is an extension of standard H.264 with the structure given in Figure 2 . In this codec, B frames are not supported. However, the results can easily be extended for JMVM codec.
The referencing structure of the codec in [22] is given in Figure 3 Although this coding scheme is not layered, frames are not equal in importance. We can classify the frames according to their contribution to the overall quality and use them as layers of the video. Since losing an I-frame causes large distortions due to motion/disparity compensation and error propagation, I-frames should be protected the most. Among P-frames, left frames are more important since they are referred by both left and right frames. According to this prioritization of the frames, we form three layers as shown in Figure 3 . Layers can be coded with different quality (bit rate) by using either spatial scaling [23] or quantization. In this work, we use quantization parameter to adjust the quality of different layers. Figure 3 : Layers of stereoscopic video and referencing structure.
In the case of slice losses in transmission, we employ different error concealment techniques for different layers in the decoder. For layer 0, since there is no motion estimation, we use spatial concealment based on weighted pixel averaging [24] . For layer 1, we use temporal concealment. Colocated block from the previous layer-1 frame is used in place of the lost block. For layer 2, we use temporal concealment but with a slight modification. In this case, colocated block can be taken either from previous layer-2 frame or from the layer-1 frame from the sametime index. Depending on the neighboring blocks motion vectors, appropriate frame is selected and colocated block from the selected frame is used in the place of the lost block.
Analytical Model of the RD Curve of Encoded Stereoscopic Video
In this section, we model the RD curve of stereoscopic video (D e defined in Section 1). The RD curve of video is widely used for optimal streaming purposes [5] [6] [7] [8] , which provides the optimal streaming bit rate for a given distortion in video quality and vice versa. In [25] , a simple analytical RD curve model that can accurately approximate a wide range of monoscopic video sequences is presented. The model in [25] has the form
where D e (R) is the mean-squared error (MSE) at the video encoder output at the encoding rate of R bits/sec. There are 3 parameters to be solved which are θ, R 0 , and D 0 . The parameters R 0 and D 0 do not correspond to any rate or distortion values and they are not initial values. At least, three samples of the RD curve are required to solve for the parameters. The proposed analytical model in (1) can be used for each layer of video separately as stated in [25] . However, the model is not suitable for the cases when the layers are dependent. In our experiments, when we applied the analytical model 4 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing in (1) separately to each one of our layers, we observed that the models were not accurate enough to approximate the RD curve. Thus, the analytical models had to be modified for dependent layers.
In our work, we have extended the analytical RD model of monoscopic video proposed in [25] to stereoscopic case and modified the model to handle the dependency among the layers. The structure of the layers of our stereoscopic codec is described in Section 2 and presented in Figure 3 . The primary layer is layer 0 (I-frame) which consists of intraframes and it does not depend on any previous frames. Thus, the distortion of layer 0 only depends on the encoder bit rate of layer 0. The second layer is layer 1 whose frames are coded dependent on previous frames of layer 1 and layer 0. Thus, the distortion of layer 1 depends on the encoder bit rates of layer 1 and layer 0. The third layer is layer 2 whose frames are coded dependent on previous frames of layer 2, layer 1, and layer 0. Thus, the encoder distortion of layer 2 depends on the encoder bit rates of all layers. We modeled the RD curves of each layer to include the stated dependencies.
RD Model of Layer 0.
The RD curve model of layer 0 is given in (2) . Layer 0 is encoded as an independent monoscopic video; hence, we model its RD curve using the same framework as in (1) and set the model as
Here, D I e (R I ) is the MSE coming from layer 0 when layer 0 is allocated a rate of R I bits/sec. The model parameters are θ I , R 0I , and D 0I which have to be solved.
RD Model of Layer 1.
The next analytical model is realized for layer 1 which consists of predicted frames of left view. As stated previously, the encoder distortion of layer 1 depends on the encoder bit rate of layer 1 and layer 0. We modify the model in (1) to handle this dependency as
Here, D L e (R L , R I ) is the MSE coming from layer 1 when layer 1 and layer 0 are allocated the rates of R L and R I bits/sec, respectively. The model parameters are θ L , c 1 , R 0L , and D 0L which also have to be solved. The term c 1 R I in the denominator is inserted to handle the dependency of the distortion of layer 1 to layer 0, where the encoder bit rate of layer 0 is weighted with the parameter c 1 .
RD Model of Layer 2.
The last analytical model is realized for layer 2 which consists of the frames of right view. Since the distortion of layer 2 is dependent on all layers, the analytical model has to include the encoder bit rates of all layers. We modify the model in (1) to handle this dependency as 
0.308 0.086 4.535e + 013 50000 4056654 Here, D R e (R R , R L , R I ) is the MSE coming from layer 2 when layer 2, layer 1, and layer 0 are allocated the rates of R R , R L , and R I bits/sec, respectively. The model parameters are θ R , c 2 , c 3 , R 0R, and D 0R , which also must be solved. The terms c 2 R I and c 3 R L in the denominator are inserted to handle the dependency of layer 2 to layer 0 and layer 1, where the encoder bit rates of layer 0 and layer 1 are weighted with parameters c 2 and c 3 .
Results on RD Modeling.
In order to construct the RD curve models of stereoscopic videos, that is, to obtain the model parameters, we used curve fitting tools. In our work, we used the stereoscopic videos "Rena" and "Soccer" explained in Section 7.2 and obtained the RD curve models of these videos for the analytical models in (2) to (4) . We used a general purpose nonlinear curve fitting tool which uses the Levenberg-Marquardt method with line search [26] . Before the curve fitting operation, we obtained many RD curve samples of the video by sweeping the quantization parameters of each layer from low to high quality. We obtained more RD samples than required in order to be able to observe the curve fitting performance. Then, we chose some of the RD samples and inserted into the curve fitting tool. The resulting analytical model parameters of the curve fit process are given in Tables 1 and 2 for the chosen videos. The parameters are in accordance with the properties of the videos. "Rena" has static background with moving objects and "Soccer" has a camera motion. Since the "Soccer" video has a camera motion, while encoding a right frame, correlation with the current left frame can be more than the previous right frame. This shows why the c 3 parameter of layer 2 of the "Soccer" video is high when compared with the results of the "Rena" video. interest. The average difference between analytical models and RD samples for the "Rena" video are 3.62%, 7.60%, and 9.19% for layer 0, 1, and 2, respectively, and those of the "Soccer" video are 1.00%, 5.87%, and 8.89%. Thus, for both of the videos, which have different characteristics, satisfactory results are achieved where the analytical model approximates the RD samples accurately. 
Raptor Codes
In our work, we use Raptor codes [16] as the FEC scheme to protect the encoded stereoscopic video data from the packet losses during transmission. We choose Raptor codes due to their low complexity and ease of employability on packet networks. Raptor codes are the most recent practical realization of Fountain codes [13] . Fountain codes, also called rateless codes, are a novel class of FEC codes where as many parity packets as needed are generated on the fly. Fountain codes are low complexity channel codes providing reliability, low latency, and loss rate adaptability. There are many practical realizations of fountain codes such as Luby transform (LT) codes [14] , online codes [15] , and the most recent one being Raptor codes. In all of the Fountain coding schemes the original data is divided into k packets (source packets) denoted as input symbols. The encoded packets (transmitted packets) are denoted as output symbols. An ideal fountain encoder can generate potentially limitless output symbols in linear complexity and an ideal fountain decoder can reconstruct the original data in linear complexity if any k(1 + ε) of the output symbols are received, where ε goes to zero as k increases. Raptor codes are an extension of LT codes and their encoding structure is represented in Figure 10 . They have two consecutive channel encoders, where the precode is a high-rate FEC code and the outercode is an LT code. Input symbols are the data units of the original source data. An input symbol can be a bit or a symbol composed of s bits. In our work, each NAL unit generated by the stereoscopic video encoder corresponds to an input symbol. The precode generates intermediate symbols which are not transmitted but are used as an intermediate step to generate the transmitted output symbols. The precode is presented to reduce the overhead of LT codes. LDPC codes [27] are the most commonly used FEC codes as the precode on Raptor codes.
In the following, we define the input output relations for the Raptor coder in our work. For now, assume that we are given the parity ratio ρ and the bit rate of encoded video R. Let N bits denote the number of bits in a NAL unit, then the number of input symbols can be defined as N i = R/N bits , and the number of output symbols can be calculated as N o = (1 + ρ)N i . The Raptor encoder forms N o output symbols which are linear combinations of the input symbols chosen from a degree distribution. Details on the degree distributions are given in [16] . The Raptor decoder receives N r out of N o of these output symbols after lossy transmission. Any algorithm that solves for the input symbols using these N r output symbols is a Raptor decoder.
Similar to any linear block code, Raptor codes can be systematic or nonsystematic. In systematic codes, the transmitted symbols consist of the original data symbols and the parity symbols, whereas in the nonsystematic case the original data symbols are transformed into new symbols for transmission. The access to original data is beneficial in video transmission applications since 100% reliability is not obliged. When the video data is encoded with systematic channel codes, even if the channel decoder cannot decode all of the input symbols, the video decoder can use error concealment techniques to approximate the lost symbols of the video. In our work, we use systematic Raptor codes as the FEC scheme. For our systematic Raptor coding implementation, we use a practical and low-complexity scheme described in [28] .
Analytical Modeling of the Performance Curve of Raptor Codes
In this section, we model the performance curve of Raptor codes. The performance curve of Raptor codes is defined as the graph that represents the average number of undecoded input symbols versus the number of received output symbols. Thus, we aim at obtaining the analytical model of the residual number of lost packets after the channel decoder.
Performance Curve Model.
We propose a heuristic analytical model of the performance curve of Raptor codes which is going to be used for the derivation of optimal parity packet allocation to layers in Section 7 in the end-to-end distortion minimization. We define the analytical model as
In (5) , N u (N i , N r , ρ) is the analytical model of the number of undecoded input symbols which is a function of N i , N r , and ρ. In order to form the model, we investigate the performance curve in two separate regions; first, in the region with the number of received symbols less than or equal to number of input symbols and, second, in the remaining region. In the first region of the model, we assume that the Raptor decoder cannot decode any lost symbols other than the received systematic symbols. whereas, in the second region, an exponential decrease in the number of undecoded symbols is assumed. Figure 11 , the actual performance curve and the analytical model are presented for N i = 100 and ρ = 0.5. In Figure 12 , we provide the curves zoomed around N r = 100 for the curves given in Figure 11 . In Figures 13 and 14 , results with different parity ratios and different number of input symbols are presented. In the figures, we provide the actual performance curve and the analytical model for comparison. We obtain the actual performance curve as follows. Initially, for given N i and ρ, (1 + ρ)N i output symbols are created as described in [28] . Then, randomly N r output symbols are selected and inserted to Raptor decoder and the number of undecoded input symbols are recorded. For each value of N r (1 to (1 + ρ)N i ), this process is repeated for 200 times and the number of undecoded symbols are averaged to obtain the actual performance. We obtained the analytical model with (5) by plotting N u versus N r for given N i and ρ. As observed from the figures, the analytical model approximates the performance curve of Raptor codes accurately.
Results on the Performance Curve Modeling. In

Estimation of Transmission Distortion
In this section, our aim is to estimate the residual loss distortion in video remaining after the Raptor decoder and stereoscopic video decoder (D loss defined in Section 1). In the following sections, we explain the estimation of residual loss distortion step by step.
Lossy Transmission. The channel of interest in our work
is PEC as mentioned previously. During the transmission of stereoscopic video layers from PEC, NAL units are lost with probability p e . In the remaining part of our work, for simplicity, X will represent the layer denotations I, L, and R. As explained in the system overview in Section 1, we have three layers of video with source bit rate R X which are Raptor encoded separately with inserted parity rate ρ X . Thus, N X i (1 + ρ X ) output symbols are created and transmitted for each layer. After lossy transmission, the number of received output symbols in Raptor decoder can be calculated as
Here, we use the average loss probability for simplified modeling purposes only. The experimental results in Section 7.2 reflect the actual distortions over lossy channels, where a single packet is lost with probability P e .
Reconstruction of Input Symbols in Raptor Decoder.
After receiving N X r output symbols Raptor decoder operates to solve for the input symbols. We use the model of the performance curve of Raptor codes to obtain the average number of undecoded input symbols using (5) . The average number of undecoded input symbols (the residual number of lost NAL units) can be calculated as
Propagation of Lost NAL Units in Stereoscopic Video
Decoder. Due to the recursive structure of the video codec, the distortion of an NAL unit loss not only causes distortion in the corresponding frame, but it also propagates to subsequent frames in the video. Initially, since each NAL unit contains a specific number of macroblocks (MBs), we estimate the distortion in a frame when a single MB is lost. The distortion is calculated after error concealment techniques, explained in Section 2, are applied for the lost MB. Then, we calculate the average propagated distortion of a single MB and, consequently, an NAL unit. In [25] , a model for distortion propagation is proposed, where the propagated error energy (distortion) at frame t after a loss at frame 0 is given as
Here, σ 2 u0 is the average distortion per lost unit, and γ is the leakage factor which describes the efficiency of the loop filtering in the decoder to remove the introduced error (0 < γ < 1). We assume γ ≈ 0 which results in worst case propagation, where the distortion propagates equally to all subsequent frames (σ 2 u (t) = σ 2 u0 ). In the following sections, we calculate the propagated NAL unit loss distortion for each layer separately, where we set MBs as the video unit. (9) gives the average distortion of spatial error concealment when a lost MB is concealed by the average of its neighboring MBs. In (9), S MB , MB i , S MB,i , N i , and N I MB represent the set of macroblocks, the ith macroblock, the set of ith MB's neighbors, the number of neighbors of ith MB, and the number of MBs of layer 0, respectively. I I (x, y, 0) denotes the pixel in position (x, y) of the intraframe of layer 0. Layer 0 consists of a single intraframe, thus only spatial error Figure 15 : Propagation of an MB loss from I-frame.
NAL Unit Loss from Layer 0. The expression in
concealment can be used due to intracoding as described in Section 2:
In Figure 15 , the propagation of an MB loss in an I-frame is demonstrated. The black box in the frame I L1 represents a possible loss in the I-frame. The loss causes a distortion of σ 2
I0
as calculated in (9) for the frame I L1 . The loss propagates to all subsequent frames with equal distortion on the average since both L-frames and R-frames refer initially to the Iframe. If we denote the GOP size as T, then the average of total propagated loss distortion when an MB is lost from layer 0 can be calculated as
In order to calculate the average distortion of losing an NAL unit from layer 0 (D I NAL loss ), we have to calculate the average number of MBs in a NAL unit. Let N I MB denote the number of MBs in layer 0. Then, D I NAL loss can be calculated as (12) gives the average distortion of temporal error concealment when a lost NAL unit is concealed from the previous frame of layer 1. In (12) , N L MB and T represent the number of MBs of layer 1 and GOP size, respectively. I L (x, y, i) denotes the pixel in position (x, y) of ith frame of layer 1. Layer 1 consists of predicted frames of left view. In our stereoscopic codec, we used temporal error concealment for layer 1 as described in Section 2:
NAL Unit Loss from Layer 1. The expression in
· · · · · · Figure 16 : Propagation of an MB loss from L-frame.
In Figure 16 , the propagation of an MB loss in an L-frame is demonstrated. The black box in the frame P L2 represents a possible loss in the L-frame. The loss causes a distortion of σ 2 L0 as calculated in (12) for the frame P L2 . The loss propagates to all subsequent L-frames with equal distortion since each L-frame refers to the previous L-frame. Let m denote the frame index of loss in a GOP, then the average propagated loss to L-frames can be calculated as
The MB loss also propagates to R-frames. However, Rframes not only refer to current L-frames but also previous R-frames. Due to this fact, the distortion in P R2 can be calculated as σ 2 L0 /2 using the previous undistorted MB (white box in P R1 ). In the frame P R3 the propagated distortion can be calculated as (σ 2 L0 /2 + σ 2 L0 )/2 = (3/4)σ 2 L0 . In the subsequent frames, the propagated distortion is calculated similarly as shown in Figure 16 . The average of total propagated distortion in an R-frame caused by the loss of an L-frame MB can be calculated as
Thus, the average of total propagated distortion when an MB is lost from layer 1 can be calculated as
In order to calculate the average distortion of losing an NAL unit from layer 1 (D L NAL loss ), we have to calculate the average number of MBs in an NAL unit. Let N L MB denote the number of MBs in layer 1. Then, D L NAL loss can be calculated as
6.3.3. NAL Unit Loss from Layer 2. The expression in (17) gives the average distortion of temporal error concealment when a lost NAL unit is concealed from the frames of layer 2 and layer 1. In (17) , N R MB and T represent the number of MBs of layer 2 and GOP size, respectively. I R (x, y, i) denotes the 10 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
· · · · · · Figure 17 : Propagation of an MB loss from R-frame.
pixel in position (x, y) of ith frame of layer 2. Layer 2 consists of predicted frames of right view. In our stereoscopic codec, we used temporal error concealment for layer 2, where the frames are referred to previous layer 2 and current layer 1 frames as described in Section 2:
where Q = ((I R (x, y, i − 1) + I L (x, y, i))/2).
In Figure 17 , the propagation of an MB loss in an Rframe is demonstrated. The black box in the frame P R2 represents a possible loss in the R-frame. The loss in an Rframe propagates only to the subsequent R-frames. A loss in the frame P R2 creates a distortion of σ 2 R0 as calculated in (17) . In frame P R3 , the propagation distortion can be calculated as σ 2 R0 /2 using the undistorted MB in the L-frame (white box in P L3 ). In each of the following R-frames, the propagated distortion is the half of the previous R-frame. Thus, the average of total propagated distortion when an MB is lost from layer 2 can be calculated as
In order to calculate the average distortion of losing an NAL unit from layer 2 (D R NAL loss ), we have to calculate the average number of MBs in an NAL unit. Let N R MB denote the number of MBs in layer 2. Then, D R NAL loss can be calculated as
6.4. Calculation of Residual Loss Distortion. In this part, we calculate the average transmission distortion after Raptor decoder and stereoscopic video decoder. Let D X loss denote the residual transmission distortion. In (20) , we calculate D X loss by multiplying the number of undecoded input symbols with the average distortion of losing an NAL unit:
Here, we use the assumption that the NAL unit losses are uncorrelated which is met for low number of losses after the Raptor decoder. Thus, the accuracy of the model may reduce for high loss rates.
End-to-End Distortion Minimization and Performance Evaluation
As the last part of our system, we minimize the total end-toend distortion to find the optimal encoder bit rates and UEP rates and evaluate the performance of the system. We present the minimization as min (RI ,RL,RR,ρI ,ρL,ρR) D tot
The minimization aims at obtaining the optimal encoder bit rates R I , R L , and R R , and optimal parity ratios ρ I , ρ L , and ρ R for given p e and R C . The constraint ensures that the final bit rate satisfies a total transmission bandwidth of R C including both the encoder bit rates and protection data bit rates. In (22) , we present the calculation of D tot where D I e (·), D L e (·), and D R e (·) are the encoder distortions defined in (2), (3), and (4), and D I loss (·), D L loss (·), and D R loss (·) are the residual loss distortions defined in (20) :
Total distortion in left and right frames is weighted to handle the objective stereoscopic video quality as stated in [29] . The weighting parameters in [29] are found by least squares fitting of the subjective results with the distortion values. In [29] , there are three parameters used for coding, number of layers, quantization parameter for left view, and temporal scaling. In our codec, we are only using quantization parameter for adjusting the bit rates. Although both codecs are not the same, they are both extensions of H.264 JM and JSVM softwares. So, the distortions become similar if we consider only the case where quantization parameter is used to adjust the bit rates. Also, subjective results for our codec with temporal and spatial scaling can be found in [24] , where we have similar results given in [29] .
Results on the Minimization of End-to-End Distortion.
We solve the minimization in (21) by a general purpose minimization tool which uses sequential quadratic programing where the tool solves a quadratic programing at each iteration as described in [30] . In our work, we obtain the optimal encoder bit rates and parity ratios for P e ∈ {0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2} and R C ∈ {500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 (kbps)} for "Rena" video and R C ∈ {1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500 (kbps)} for "Soccer" video. Thus, we perform 24 optimizations per video using (21) .
In Tables 3 and 4 , the optimal encoder bit rates and protection rates for the proposed method are given for the "Rena" and "Soccer" stereoscopic videos for p e = 0.10. The encoder bit rates of the right view are lower than that of the left view, which is caused by the unequal weighting in the total distortion expression in (22) . The protection rate of I-frame is the largest due to low bit rate and high distortion of losses.
In Tables 3 and 4 , the protection rates of equal error protection (EEP) and Protect-L cases are also given. These protection rates are nonoptimal and will be compared with the proposed optimal protection rates by simulations. In order to construct the EEP case, the resulting bit rate of proposed protection is distributed to the layers so that each layer has the same protection ratio. Protect-L case is constructed similarly, using the results of [31] , where the bit rate of protection is distributed to only layers of left view (layer 1 and layer 0) so that these layers have the same protection ratio. The encoder bit rates for EEP and Protect-L are the same as the optimal streaming case.
Simulation Results.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed stereoscopic video streaming system on lossy channels via simulations. We use two stereoscopic videos "Rena" (Camera 38, 39) (640 × 480, first 30 frames) and "Soccer" (720 × 480, first 30 frames) for performance evaluation. We encode the stereoscopic videos with the bit rates obtained by the minimization in (21) for given p e and R C , and NAL unit size is fixed to 150 bytes. The number of NAL units per layer can be calculated by dividing the given encoder bit rate to NAL unit size which yields the number of input symbols for the channel coder.
For channel protection, we use systematic Raptor codes based on their suitability for our case as explained in Section 4. We applied Raptor encoding to the source encoded video data using the protection rates obtained by the minimization in (21) for given p e and R C . The proposed optimal streaming scheme is compared with EEP, Protect-L, no-loss, and no-protection cases. The no-loss case represents the quality of the video when the stereoscopic video is encoded with all available channel bandwidth and no transmission occurs. The no-protection case represents the transmission of the video of no-loss case without any channel protection and only error concealment is used at the decoder.
The simulation results give the average of 100 independent lossy transmission simulations for each p e and R C , where each packet is lost with a probability of p e . Simulation results are based on the weighted PSNR measure. If we denote the average left and right per pixel distortions in MSE as D left and D right , then the total PSNR distortion D(dB) can be calculated as
We give the simulation results of stereoscopic video pair "Rena" in results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed scheme compared to nonoptimized schemes. For low bit rates, the difference is not clear but for high bit rates the difference is 1 dB for p e = 0.10 and nearly 2 dB for p e = 0.20. The results of the no-protection case clearly point out the need for FEC utilization in stereoscopic video streaming.
Conclusions
In this work, we presented a rate-distortion optimized error-resilient stereoscopic video streaming system with Raptor codes and evaluated its performance via simulations. We investigated all aspects of an end-to-end stereoscopic streaming system. Initially, we defined the layers of the stereoscopic video which have interdependencies. Then, we obtained the analytical models for the RD curve of these layers where we extended the model of monoscopic video for the dependent layers of stereoscopic video. We showed that the analytical model of the RD curve accurately approximates the actual RD curve of the layers. Then, we obtained the analytical model of Raptor codes, which also accurately approximates the actual performance. Then, we estimated the transmission distortion for each layer where we also considered the propagation of NAL unit losses to following frames. Finally, we combined the two analytical models and the estimated transmission distortions in an end-to-end distortion minimization to obtain optimal encoder bit rates and UEP rates for the defined layers. We evaluated the performance of the system via simulations where we used two stereoscopic videos "Rena" and "Soccer," which have different video characteristics. For both of the videos, the simulation results yielded the superiority of the proposed system compared to nonoptimized schemes. Also, the necessity of the utilization of FEC codes, such as Raptor codes, for stereoscopic video streaming on lossy transmission channels is clearly observed by examining the quality gap between the protected and nonprotected streaming schemes. The proposed system can be applied to any layered stereoscopic or multiview streaming system for error resiliency. Future research can evaluate the performance of the proposed system for multiview video streaming, where achieving superior results can be predicted by examining the results of this work.
